The LRWSP Update will help us plan how best to meet any water supply shortages beyond what the expanded reuse system can provide.

Alternative that best meets the weighted criteria: Full Consumption of SJCP Water via Rio Grande Return Flow Credits

Draft Report
January 2017

Finalize report - Estimated April 2017

Long-Range Water Supply Plan update: Addressing remaining shortages

Pursue Congressional funding for construction under Reclamation Title XVI Program

Consider Initiating Preliminary Design

Design and construction of the infrastructure to convey flow to the Rio Grande for exchange could start as soon as 2018.

Flows continue to be released at the Water Reclamation Facility for downstream environmental and cultural uses.

The City of Santa Fe will continue to create a “living river” via bypass flows from the Canyon Reservoirs.

Santa Fe will continue to operate its existing reuse system with “fit-for-purpose” water.
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